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Objective

• Clarify what we know (and don’t know) 

about sepsis in sub-Saharan Africa

– Incidence

– Deaths

– Resources

– Treatments



Easy to measure



Population-level data on the 

scope of sepsis in Africa do not 

exist



Measuring the burden of sepsis is 

more difficult…

• It is a syndrome

– validity and reliability under debate

• Brief prodrome and high short-term mortality

– limits prevalent cases found in point-prevalence 

studies

• Not well captured in administrative data

• Incidence depends on availability and intensity 

of other health services

• No globally validated risk-adjustment models



Sepsis incidence in Africa –

measurement challenges

• Clinical databases (none)

– In high-income countries these are ICU-based, 

so measured incidence depends on ICU access

• Hospital discharge databases (none)

– Codes for infection + organ dysfunction

– Codes for ‘septicemia’ and organ dysfunction

• Death estimates using registries (GBD)

– Cause of death likely attributed to infection

– Back-calculate incidence using case-fatality

– Could capture deaths at home



Factors determining incidence and case-fatality

Adapted from Octavia Peck-Palmer, with permission.



Crude estimate 1

Deaths

Assumes same age and sex distribution, pathogens, outcomes…



Differential population burden of 

sepsis even with crude methods

• high-income countries

– 20% of world’s population

– Sepsis: ~2.3 million cases/yr

• low and middle-income countries

– 80% of the world’s population

– Sepsis: ~13 million cases/yr (underestimate)

Lancet 265:63-78; Crit Care Med 29:1303-10;  Lancet 2010 Oct 09

www.who.int/healthinfo/global_burden_disease/en/index.html.



PLoS Med5(8): e175

Supported by data from specific infections



Healthcare-associated infection

• Incidence of SSI in Africa 2.5-30.9 / 100 patients 

(pooled incidence 5.6 /100 patients in LMICs)

Bull World Health Organ 2011;89:757–765; Lancet 2011; 377: 228–41



Origin of population-based 

hospital-treated sepsis studies

AJRCCM 10.1164/rccm.201504-0781OC 

27 studies, 7 HICs



Crude estimate 2

• Sepsis incidence /105 person-yr 

– 288 (215-386)

– 437 (334-571) MORE RECENT DATA

• Severe sepsis incidence /105 person-yr

– 148 (98-226)

– 270 (176-412) MORE RECENT DATA

AJRCCM 10.1164/rccm.201504-0781OC 



Crude estimate 2

Sepsis 

cases

Severe 

sepsis 

cases

Sepsis 

deaths
High Income 5.6 3.5 0.96
East Asia/Pacific 8.9 5.5 1.5
Europe + Central Asia 1.2 0.73 0.20
Latin America / Caribbean2.5 1.6 0.43
Mid East, N Africa 1.5 0.92 0.25
S Asia 7.2 4.5 1.2
Sub-Saharan Africa

3.9 2.5 0.68
World 30.9 19.1 5.3

*1 million.  Projected from data in AJRCCM 10.1164/rccm.201504-0781OC 



The GBD model



GBD – multiple data sources



Reasonable data density





Where is sepsis?



Case-fatality – is this also 

happening in Africa?

JAMA 2014, doi:10.1001/jama.2014.2637



Malaria deaths



Will there be a positive side effect 

on bacteremia?



• 22 studies, 58296 

patients

• BSI in 13.5% adults, 

8.2% children

• Isolates

S. enterica 29.1%

S pneumoniae 18.3%

• HIV+ 53.5% adults, 

18.5% children



• 45 studies, 22 locations, 54 578 patients

• 18%: pathogen identified

• 11%: positive blood culture

• 23-44%: malaria

• Up to 23%: dengue and other viruses

• 6%: mycobacteria



Resource variations



Resource variation exists in HICs

ICU beds/hospital beds Sepsis mortality/

ICU beds

Crit Care Med 36:2787-93



…and in LMICs

PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0116949





Treatments



• Most recommendations had level C or D 

evidence



N Engl J Med 2011;364:2483-95



• RCT of 112 patients with severe sepsis in 

Lusaka

– Protocol: 2L bolus + 2L/4hr for JVP <3 cm ASA

– Usual care

• Baseline

– Mean age 35 y

– HIV 81%

– APACHE II 18



• Mortality 62%

• Subgroup (n=18) with 

RR >40, SpO2 <90%

– Mortality 83% vs. 70%, 

p=0.09 

EGDT             Control



How does the future look?



Urbanization – threat and

opportunity

Lancet Infect Dis 10:131-41



Ebola Virus Outbreak –
West Africa, 2014-2015

Country # cases # confirmed # deaths

Guinea 3,803 3,347 2,535

Liberia 10,666 3,151 4,806

Sierra Leone 14,001 8,704 3,955

TOTAL 28,476 15,208 11,298

WHO Situation Report  18 October 2015





“We have observed a decreasing case fatality 

rate among inpatients at Hastings, 

•47.7% for the first 151 pts (Sept 20 –Oct 13)

•31.7% for the next 126 pts (Oct 14 - Nov 4)

•23.4% for the next 304 pts (Nov 5 – Dec 7)”



Non-Ebola Healthcare Infrastructure 

Decimated

Lancet 11 April 2015



The ‘knowns’ of sepsis in Africa

• Burden almost certainly underestimated by 

current studies

• Tantalising suggestion of decreasing case 

burden as malaria control increasingly 

successful

• Different spectrum of pathogens

• Evidence base specific to the region is 

small, but growing



Turning the unknowns into knowns

• Incorporate sepsis into GBD estimates

– Develop and validate verbal autopsy tool

• Evaluate point of care diagnostics

• Evaluate interventions

– Fluids (in adults)

– Earlier timing of antibiotics and fluids

– Organised and team-based approach to 

supportive care – as shown by Ebola 

response
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Easy to measure


